MINIAC GPS HANDLEBAR MOUNT INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for your purchase! At MSW® we believe having essential
accessories makes a good bike ride great. The MSW Miniac GPS Handlebar
Mount is tough and durable, securely holds your computer, and helps keep
handlebar clutter to a minimum.
WARNING: Cycling can be dangerous. Bicycle products should be installed
and serviced by a professional mechanic. Never modify your bicycle
or accessories. Read and follow all product instructions and warnings
including information on the manufacturer’s website. Inspect your bicycle
before every ride. Always wear a helmet.
For additional product and safety information go to: www.mswbike.com/safety

COMPATIBILITY AND INTENDED USE
The MSW Miniac GPS Handlebar Mount is only compatible with the
Miniac GPS Computer.

TOOLS
2.5mm hex wrench
Torque wrench that measures in Nm

INSTALLING THE MSW MINIAC GPS
HANDLEBAR MOUNT
1. Select a location for the mount that does not interfere with the brake
or shift controls of your bike.
2. Remove the 2.5mm screw from the mount’s clamp.
3. Place the rubber shim around the handlebar near the stem.
4. Line up the grooves of the mount with the grooves in the rubber shim and
place the clamp around the mount with the bolt head facing up.
5. Replace and tighten the screw to .8 Nm.

TO INSTALL THE MINIAC GPS COMPUTER
1. Holding the computer over the mount slightly counter-clockwise, align
the tabs on the back of the Miniac GPS Computer with the computer
mount notches.
2. Press down slightly and turn the Miniac GPS Computer clockwise until
it locks into place.

ONGOING MAINTENANCE
Periodically make sure that the attachment screw of the mount is properly
tightened to the recommended torque specification.

WARRANTY PROCESS
If you and your shop think your MSW product is worthy of a warranty
inspection, please return the product to the original place of purchase,
accompanied by a sales receipt.
For complete warranty information, visit www.mswbike.com/safety/warranty.
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